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A B S T R A C T
In a geological repository, the disposal of radioactive waste will result in the creation of engineering voids.
Bentonite is commonly proposed as a sealing material as a result of its high swelling capacity. As the bentonite
expands, the non-uniform development of porewater pressure and its coupling to total stress within the
bentonite, may impair homogenisation. In this study we present results from five laboratory tests performed
on sodium- and calcium-based bentonites to examine their swelling potential and capacity to homogenise
over extreme bentonite-to-void ratios. Results demonstrate that even under these extreme ratios, the bentonite
is able to swell and ultimately fill each void, creating a small swelling pressure. The swelling pressure
development is spatially complex and time-consuming, and does not appear to be influenced by friction.
Instead, it is characterised by plastic yielding of the clay with 70%–80% of the volume change associated
with clay expansion adjacent to the void. This leads to heterogeneity illustrated by the presence of persistent
differential stresses and the non-uniform distribution of moisture contents. Increases in the moisture content
were measured but did not always correlate with the development of swelling pressure. This disequilibrium
of the system is likely a reflection of the test durations and the slow evolution in the rates of change in
swelling and porewater pressure beyond 130 days. Given the length of the experimental tests presented here,
the time required to achieve full homogenisation of the clay is likely to be many years, if it occurs at all.
Gravity segregation was also present in horizontal tests, further impairing clay homogenisation. However,
as presented in this paper, it is possible to define functional relationships describing the bentonite swelling
potential across engineering voids of differing size. This information will assist in establishing a safety case
for bentonite usage in geological radioactive waste disposal.. Introduction
Geological disposal of radioactive waste is the favoured option for
any nations for the removal and isolation of hazardous material
rom the biosphere.1–3 Disposal designs are dependent on the geology
vailable, with nations usually proposing to use a clay backfill material
urrounding the waste in either a clay-based4–6 or crystalline1,7 host-
ock. The clay backfill forms an engineered barrier system (EBS), which
s an integral part of the geological disposal concept.1 In the KBS3 con-
ept, compacted bentonite will be packed around the HLW canisters.8
any concepts include the EBS as stacked blocks,9–12 and this will
ntroduce engineering voids between the bricks, the waste and the EBS,
nd the EBS and the host rock. The clay backfill must be able to swell to
lose these void spaces and prevent them acting as high permeability
athways over the repository lifetime (>100,000 years). Bentonite is
ommonly chosen to be the clay backfill material13–15 because of its
avourable physical and chemical properties including low permeability
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1
and high swelling capacity.16–19 Both sodium (Na) and calcium (Ca)
bentonites have been considered for use within Europe,20–24 although
a greater emphasis has been placed on Na-bentonites such as MX8025
and FEBEX,26,27 primarily because of its lower cost.28 Comparing the
two, Marcial and co-workers29 studied the compression characteristics,
observing that the Ca-bentonite still had a larger void ratio and sug-
gesting that the reduced compression was related to the larger diameter
of the divalent Ca2+ cation. Ben Rhaïem and co-authors30 found that
Na-bentonite contained an increased number of smaller pores than the
Ca-bentonite, suggesting that the Na-bentonite had a higher hydration
and swelling capacity.
Understanding the behaviour of bentonite and its long-term per-
formance is critical for establishing a safety case for its use in the
geological disposal of radioactive waste. Many researchers have stud-
ied the swelling (or its inverse, the suction) pressures of bentonite
under volumetric confinement31–40 and these tests have shown thatvailable online 6 November 2020
365-1609/© 2020 United Kingdom Research and Innovation, as represented by th
rticle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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bentonites with higher dry densities exert an increased swelling pres-
sure when hydrated.5,41–43 In addition, Gray and co-workers43 found
that below a threshold value of dry density, the lateral and vertical
swelling pressure were similar, whilst above the threshold, the vertical
swelling was larger. Anisotropy between axial and radial swelling
pressures was also presented by Saba and co-authors,44 although they
found the anisotropy to be greater at lower dry densities. As bentonite
expands upon contact with water, both a non-uniform45–49 and non-
onotonic50–55 development of porewater and swelling pressure within
he bentonite has been observed. The non-uniform evolution of the
entonite’s properties as it hydrates may result in persistent material
eterogeneities that could adversely affect the long-term performance
f the backfill in the repository setting. Differential stress1 reduces
s hydration progresses,48,49 whilst variations in density, permeability
nd mechanical properties remain. The continued endurance of these
roperty variations, along with the final degree of homogenisation
i.e. uniformity), is poorly understood.
Repository safety cases require functional reliability over long time
eriods.56 To satisfy this, a greater certainty in the description of the
ong-term behaviour of bentonite, combined with a full understanding
f the development and persistence of heterogeneities (e.g. locked in
tresses, density variations, persistent interfaces etc.) within the clay, is
eeded. In addition, the accurate description of key parameters such as
he swelling pressure, permeability, strength, and friction coefficients,
ill all be affected by temporal constraints encountered by the de-
elopment and distribution of porewater pressure within the buffer.49
ndeed, such slow time-dependent phenomena associated with wetting,
s well as the possibility of these processes being strongly localised,
ay account for a significant component of the heterogeneity observed
n many laboratory- and full-scale experiments.27,57 To address these
nowledge gaps, the results of a series of bespoke laboratory experi-
ents are presented that examine the long-term distribution of swelling
ressure within precompacted bentonites. The tests investigated the
omogenisation and swelling capacity of a bentonite sample as it
welled into an engineering void, as a function of the initial sample size,
entonite composition and swelling orientation. These experiments
rovide unique data on the swelling behaviour of bentonite under
xtreme material-to-void ratios, providing an indication of the amount
f material that would be required for void space closure.
. Experimental method
A constant volume cell with a cylindrical bore was used to volu-
etrically constrain the samples in each test, mimicking the boundary
onditions of the KBS3 disposal concept.20,48,49 In analogue form, this
onfiguration represented the borehole and unyielding surface of the
ost-rock wall, which are key features of the repository near-field for
he purposes of this homogenisation study. Two different pieces of
pparatus were used so that tests could be run simultaneously (Fig. 1),
owever both set-ups shared the same basic volumetric constraint, with
n internal diameter of 60 mm and an internal length of 120 mm
Apparatus 1) or 116 mm (Apparatus 2). Although they had different
ensor configurations, the vessels were instrumented with a series of
oad cells to directly measure the development of total stress at multiple
ocations around the sample. Apparatus 1 (vertical tests) was fitted with
radial and 4 axial pressure cells to provide a detailed picture for
he development of total stress around the sample (Fig. 2). Apparatus
(horizontal tests) had fewer load cells measuring total stress (3
adial and 2 axial), but was instrumented with 12 radial pore pressure
ransducers (Fig. 3). The load cells in Apparatus 2 were housed on
he outside of the vessel, with a tungsten carbide pushrod running
rom the internal face of the vessel to the housing on the outside. This
onfiguration allowed the swelling stress of the clay to be translated
o the load cell, but due to the indirect nature of the measurement,
eant that the data were slightly more prone to hysteresis. Before the
pparatuses were calibrated and the samples installed, the tubework2
as carefully flushed of residual gas with the test fluid (distilled water)
hrough each of the ports in sequence. All sensors were calibrated
gainst laboratory standards in increasing and decreasing increments to
llow quantification of hysteresis. A least squares linear regression of
he data was then performed and the corrections were applied to each
ensor. The pressures quoted in this paper (with the exception of the
oad cells in Apparatus 2) should be considered accurate to ±15 kPa.
In Apparatus 2, because of the nature of the pushrod configuration
(Fig. 1), the load cell measurements can only be considered as accurate
to ±80 kPa. In this apparatus, the pore pressure ports were fitted
with porous plugs to prevent clay material from migrating into the
instrumentation holes. After calibration and flushing, the sample was
immediately installed to minimise drying and the remaining void space
within the apparatus was filled with distilled water.
High precision Teledyne ISCO D-Series 260D syringe pumps were
used to apply a fluid pressure to each end of the sample, and then to
control or monitor the flow rate into or out of the sample using a single
digital control unit. The position of each pump piston was determined
by an optically encoded disc graduated in segments equivalent to a
change in volume of 16.63 nL. Movement of the pump piston was con-
trolled by a microprocessor which continuously monitors and adjusts
the rate of rotation of the encoded disc using a DC-motor connected
to the piston assembly via a geared worm drive. This allowed each
pump to operate in either constant pressure or continuous flow modes.
The volumetric control system for each pump was factory calibrated.
Laboratory calibration of the volumetric data was not practical with
available laboratory equipment, so the test programme was designed
in such a way as to minimise possible pump errors. All of the tests
were performed with distilled water as the external pressurising fluid.
Once the pressure had been applied, no external hydraulic gradient
was thereafter applied to the clay. The flow rates, total stress and pore
pressure were all logged at an interval of 2 min using the FieldPoint™
and cRIO logging hardware and the LabVIEW™ data acquisition soft-
ware (National Instruments Corporation, Austin, TX, USA), providing
a detailed time series dataset. To allow comparison, each test was run
for a sufficient time to delineate the swelling response (Table 1). Upon
completion of testing, the samples were carefully extruded from the
apparatus and cut in approximately 10 mm thick samples. These were
then weighed, placed in an oven at 105 ◦C and dried to determine the
moisture content.
3. Results
The basic geotechnical properties of the samples are shown in
Table 1. Each sample was manufactured to a nominal diameter of
60 mm, with exact measurements given in Table 1. Start lengths
were varied to assess their impact on the swelling behaviour of the
clay. Following insertion of each sample into the apparatus, the pore
pressure was carefully increased in a series of steps to the target value
of 4500 kPa; this value was set with the radioactive waste management
company Svensk Karnbranslehantering (SKB) as a suitable reference
value comparable to the current Swedish repository concept.
3.1. Development of stress
3.1.1. Tests 1, 2 and 3 (vertical tests)
Fig. 4A shows the development of swelling pressure (i.e. difference
between measured pressure and externally applied water pressure)
within the apparatus as the sample in Test 1 swells. It is clear from
the data that the development of pressure is a spatially complex and
time consuming process, with significant variance still existing as the
test was terminated (at day 100) (Fig. 4B). Given that the rate of
pressure change observed during the latter stages of testing is very
small, extrapolation of the results suggests that homogenisation of the
bentonite would not occur for many years (if at all). However, it is
clear that bentonite, under zero hydraulic gradient, is able to swell and
International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences 136 (2020) 104535J.F. Harrington et al.Fig. 1. The apparatuses used for testing. (A–C) Apparatus 1 cut-through schematic and photographs of the outside and inside of the vessel, showing the positions of the axial and
radial total stress sensors. (D) Photograph of Apparatus 2 showing locations of the porewater pressure transducers and load cell housings.Table 1
Basic geotechnical properties of the pre-test material and the starting conditions of the experiments. The samples are assumed to be at
100% saturation, which is a reasonable assumption based on pre-test calibration work. The dry density is a measured value obtained
from a test sample made in advance of the testing programme, specifically to obtain the geotechnical properties of the starting material.
The test samples were then manufactured using an identical method. The test fluid was distilled water in every test and the porewater
pressure was held at 4500 kPa. A testing temperature of 20 ± 1 ◦C was maintained by an air conditioning system in the laboratory.
Test Sample Bentonite Sample Sample Void Bulk Dry Test Test
no. orientation clay type length diameter length density density duration apparatus
(mm) (mm) (mm) (g/cm3) (g/cm3) (days)
1 Vertical Sodium 65.0 59.7 55.0 2.057 1.702 99.75 1
(Na), MX80
2 Vertical Sodium 74.7 59.5 45.3 2.054 1.702 139.22 1
(Na), MX80
3 Vertical Sodium 85.2 59.7 34.8 2.055 1.702 127.00 1
(Na), MX80
4 Horizontal Sodium 65.2 59.7 50.8 2.047 1.702 76.18 2
(Na), MX80
5 Horizontal Calcium 65.0 59.8 51.0 2.021 Unknown 101.75 2
(Ca)ultimately fill the start void, creating a small but measurable swelling
pressure in the axial sensors above the sample (seen in axial sensors A1
and A2).
The first 10 days of Test 1 show a complex swelling response
(Fig. 4C). After the external porewater pressure is applied to the sample,3
the highest force registered in the clay is at sensor R6, 17 mm below
the top of the sample. Significant anisotropy in the swelling response
is then observed, with R5 (located in the same plane as R6, Fig. 2)
exhibiting a substantially lower pressure (a difference of > 2000 kPa for
the first 3 days of testing). Whilst this may simply reflect the availability
International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences 136 (2020) 104535J.F. Harrington et al.
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of sensor locations in Apparatus 1, showing the position of sensors marked along the axis of the vessel bore. Sensors located on the back of or
underneath the vessel are shaded in a lighter colour.of water during this early phase of hydration, it highlights the capacity
of the bentonite to sustain significant differential stress governed by the
internal shear strength of the clay. The momentary drop in pressure of
R5 around day 0.2 may relate to frictional issues between the vessel
wall and the clay (akin to stick–slip). However, the timing and magni-
tude of the drop is not directly observed in the other sensors, and may
instead be explained by localised yielding of the clay. The subsequent
increase in the response of the R5 sensor (increasing the difference
in pressure between it and the other sensors) peaking around day
1.4, suggests simple friction and movement of the sample are not the
only causes of the inflections observed in the data. Indeed, the smooth
evolution of the pressure traces is contrary to classic stick–slip friction
behaviour, which is signified by abrupt changes in response.58–61 As
ydration continued, swelling was focussed in radial arrays R7 and R8,
hich, after an initial period of anisotropy, began to converge following
similar pressure response from around day 4.5 (Fig. 4C). Sensors
7 and R8 continued to give the highest values of pressure for the
emainder of the test. Close inspection of the data (Fig. 4) shows no
bvious sign of stick–slip behaviour during this phase of hydration. By
ay 100, the rate of change in the stress had declined to a point where
ontinued monitoring of the tests was both unwarranted and unlikely
o give significant data in a practical timeframe. Furthermore, the test
emonstrated that, within the prescribed timeframe of the test, closure
f the initial void by swelling was possible.
Subsequent experiments with longer length samples (Test 2, Fig. 5A;4
nd Test 3, Fig. 5B) show similar patterns for the temporal developmentof stress and clear anisotropy in the development of swelling pressure.
In both tests, samples rapidly swell exhibiting peak swelling pressures
of 3844 kPa and 4213 kPa at days 0.9 and 2.6 respectively (Table 2).
These values are significantly higher than those observed in Test 1
(3307 kPa at day 1.4) reflecting the differing lengths and volumes of
the clay present at the start of each test (see Discussion). Inspection
of the data in Figs. 4, 5A and 5B, also reveals large instantaneous
differences in stress, both across individual measurement planes and
along the length of the samples. Differences in orthogonal stresses
(i.e. the difference in stress between sensors on the same measurement
plane) are unsurprisingly, greatest at the start when minor variations
in sample geometry may impact the initial movement of water and the
contact efficiency between the clay and measurement sensor. However,
such issues are highly unlikely to prevail beyond the first few hours or
days of testing because of the rapid swelling response of the bentonite.
Even where such occurrences do exist, the bentonite must still be
able to support the difference in measured stress. Fig. 6 shows the
evolution in orthogonal stress during hydration and swelling in Test
1 (note: the negative values simply denote the direction of calculation
as highlighted in the legend). The data clearly show that while the clay
is able to support significant differential stress during the early phase of
hydration, such differences quickly homogenise and by day 10, there is
very little difference in stress observed across each measurement plane.
In Tests 2 and 3 a similar response is noted, though the magnitude and
duration of the orthogonal stresses varies slightly compared to Test 1.
While peak stress values may be influenced by initial sample geome-
try, because of the orthogonal arrangement of sensors, it is informative
International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences 136 (2020) 104535J.F. Harrington et al.
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Fig. 3. The sensor locations in Apparatus 2. (A–C) Each radial flow array comprises four filters (blue dots) set at 90◦ to each other (giving a total of 12 points of measurement).
D–F) Five total stress sensors (red dots) are located around the periphery of the sample, two axial and three radial. Sensors located on the back of or underneath the vessel are
haded in a lighter colour.g
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o calculate the average value of stress at each measurement plane
s a time series plot (Fig. 6). Examination of the data from each test
hows a consistent response, with the development of swelling pressure
nitially focussed in the section of vessel containing the sample. Of more
nterest however, is the fact that as the sample swells, the average of
alues from sensors A3 & A4, R5 & R6 and R7 & R8 begin to converge
nd exhibit similar traces which are comparable for much of each
est history. Similarly, outputs from A1 & A2 and R1 & R2 exhibit
very similar response suggesting that expansion of the bentonite is
ighly non-linear along the length of the vessel (see Section 3.4). Close
xamination of the data shows that in all three tests, stress development
referentially occurs beneath the sample (monitored by sensor A3 &
4) creating an inward force acting on the clay. This stress vector is
nly possible if the sample simultaneously swells in a radial direction.
s the radial stress measured at the R7/R8 plane is significantly below
he axial stress, radial swelling must be localised within the first 24 mm
f the clay. Interestingly, in the shortest sample (Test 1), the difference
etween the axial stress at A3/A4 upwards to the radial stress at R5/R6
s minimal. However, from the data available it is not possible to say
his behaviour is specific to this sample or representative of a trend of
reater homogenisation as the ratio between sample length and void
ncreases.
.1.2. Tests 4 and 5 (horizontal tests)
To examine the possible effect of gravity segregation on the swelling
ehaviour of bentonite, two tests were undertaken in which the sam-
les were horizontally mounted within the apparatus. Except for this5
eometric change, all other aspects of Tests 4 and 5 were the same as
ests 1, 2 and 3. In Test 5, the role of clay composition was examined
y changing from a sodium bentonite to a calcium-rich bentonite from
ulgaria. As before, the void next to the sample was completely filled
ith distilled water (in both tests) by carefully tilting the apparatus
uring the assembly procedure. Once the final end-closure was in
lace, the large axial filters (EC1 and EC2, Fig. 3) were independently
ressurised to 4500 kPa.
Fig. 7A shows the development of swelling pressure within Test 4
s hydration of the clay occurs. As observed before, the axial swelling
ressure next to the clay (denoted Axial 1 in this test geometry)
apidly increased as the hydration started. Similarly to Test 1, the
adial load cell Radial 2, located 15.2 mm from the base of the sample
next to filter EC1), quickly increased and at day 4.2 emerged as the
ighest response within the system. As before, this was accompanied
y an increase in the Radial 3 radial sensor in the early phase of the
xperiment. However, unlike Test 1, before the end of day 1 the value
f radial swelling pressure recorded by the Radial 3 sensor had peaked
nd already begun to decay. While the data is somewhat noisy, a trend
f decreasing swelling pressure was then measured on the Axial 1,
adial 2 and Radial 3 sensors, which continued until around day 30.
t this point, the swelling pressure reversed and began to increase once
gain before dropping to a low at ∼day 53. This was then accompanied
y the development of radial swelling pressure at Radial 4 and Axial 5
located within and above the void respectively) to match the response
een on sensors Axial 1, Radial 2 and Radial 3 for the same time period.
International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences 136 (2020) 104535J.F. Harrington et al.Fig. 4. (A) Development of swelling pressure during Test 1. The small drop in value from day 56.6 to 72.1 was caused when the ISCO pump controlling porewater pressure in
the base of the sample was inadvertently turned off. (B) Exaggerated vertical scale showing the slow rates of pressure development before Test 1 was terminated at day 100. (C)
Development of pressure in Test 1 during the first 10 days of testing. Inflections in the pressure traces may relate to friction or plastic yielding of the sample. (D) Evolution of
orthogonal stress within the pressure vessel during hydration and swelling of the clay in Test 1. Note the values plotted are calculated by subtracting the readings from one sensor
on a given plane from the readings of the other. To obtain only positive values for graphical purposes, the sensor on a given plane recording the smaller of the two stress values
was subtracted from the sensor reading the larger of the two values. Whilst the magnitude of the value is important, the direction of calculation (as shown in the legend for each
pair of sensors) is not.Table 2
Summary of peak swelling pressures occurring during the tests, and average swelling pressures and cumulative flow data based on end-of-test values.
The values in parentheses denote the sensor where the measurement occurred. The final sample dimensions at the end of each test were the same as
the internal vessel dimensions as each sample had expanded to completely fill the apparatus void. The ‘percentage swelling at void’ is calculated by
dividing the cumulative inflow volume by the starting void volume to estimate the contribution of swelling made by the clay adjacent to the void.
Test Sample Peak axial Peak radial Average axial pressure Average radial pressure Cumulative Cumulative Percentage swelling
no. length pressure pressure at test end at test end inflow outflow at void
(m) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (ml) (ml) %
1 65.0 2647 (A4) 3307 (R6) 237 187 36.5 34.9 76.6
2 74.7 3844 (A4) 2737 (R6) 328 327 31.0 28.7 75.7
3 85.2 3948 (A3) 4213 (R6) 544 674 28.1 26.0 71.6
4 65.2 2078 1889 283 636 28.5 23.7 80.2
5 65.0 5720 4297 359 590 34.7 29.0 75.9By the end of the test at day 76, a significant differential stress of nearly
1000 kPa remained within the vessel. This was substantially higher
than that observed in either Test 1 or 2, but this may in part, reflect
the precision of the measurement system in this apparatus.
Fig. 7B shows the development of swelling pressure within Test 5.
In the first 20 days of testing, the swelling response of the Ca-rich clay
is significantly larger than the MX80 equivalent (Test 4). However,6
by day 20, the swelling pressure recorded by radial load cell Radial
2, which recorded the largest swelling response, had dropped to the
same magnitude as the swelling pressure seen in Test 4 (approximately
1500 kPa). As with the previous tests, at the termination point in
Test 5, significant variance in the recorded swelling pressures still
existed, though this may partially be reflecting the accuracy of the test.
However, the rates of change in stress during the previous 40 days of
International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences 136 (2020) 104535
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Fig. 5. (A) Development of pressure during Test 2 (sample length 75 mm). The deviation in the data collected between days 20 and 55 was due to a failure in the air conditioning
system that moderates the temperature of the environmentally-controlled testing room. (B) Development of pressure during Test 3 (sample length 85 mm). A break in the data at
day 44.2 to day 50.0 is caused by a breakdown in the data acquisition system.
Fig. 6. (A–C) Development of average swelling pressure along the length of samples during Tests 1, 2 and 3 respectively. It is noteworthy that in all tests the average of values
from A3 & A4, R5 & R6 and R7 & R8 are comparable for much of each test history, as are those from A1 & A2 and R1 & R2. The tests are plotted on the same scale for ease of
comparison.
International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences 136 (2020) 104535J.F. Harrington et al.
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testing (day 60 to 100) were very small, suggesting the material was
close to its final equilibrium state.
3.2. Water uptake
3.2.1. Tests 1, 2 and 3 (vertical tests)
In each test the cumulative flow through the base of the sample
(inflow) and from the top of the vessel (outflow) were closely mon-
itored as a function of time using a pair of highly accurate digital
syringe pumps (see Section 2). In all tests a well-defined flow tran-
sient was observed (Fig. 8A), where inflow and outflow were roughly
symmetrical, suggesting minimal net volume change of fluid within the
vessel (<6 ml). This is not too surprising, given the void above the
sample was completely filled with water immediately after installation
of each sample before the end-closure was fitted. Based on comparison
of the transient behaviour and asymptotic values, flux into and out of
the vessel also appears proportional to the start volume of clay, with
cumulative flux declining with increasing sample length. This indicates
a progressive reduction in swelling strain, which is supported by the
higher measurements of swelling pressure noted in Fig. 6. Data from
Test 2 also demonstrate that the rate of change in the cumulative
flow response is decreasing rapidly by day 100 and is minimal by
the end of the test. The data in Fig. 8 also provide a useful measure
with which to crudely apportion swelling strains within the sample.
Examination of the data suggests around 36 ml of water entered
the sample through the base of the vessel in Test 1.2 This quantity
is relatively small, compared to the start void volume of 144.2 ml,
suggesting that swelling, driven by water inflow through the base of
the clay, accounted for approximately 23.4% of the volume change
required to close the void. As such, the bulk of the sample expansion
clearly occurred through unconstrained swelling through the upper face
of the clay. This accounted for around 76.6% of the swelling strains
required to close the void. Post-test measurements of moisture content
and dry density confirm these observations (see Section 3.4). A similar
result occurred in Tests 2 and 3. Here, the proportion of swelling that
occurred through water inflow from the base filter (below the sample)
was 24.3% and 28.4% respectively. These values indicate that as the
void length above the sample decreases, swelling above the sample is
contributing less to the closure of the void.
3.2.2. Tests 4 and 5 (horizontal tests)
The cumulative flow response for Tests 4 and 5 exhibited the same
general behaviour as that seen in Test 1, Fig. 8B. Examination of the
Test 4 data suggests around 26 ml of water entered/left the sample
through the vessel filters by the end of testing at day 76. This test
was curtailed as the rate of stress change was minimal and provided
an opportunity to look at potential gravity segregation effects. By the
end of testing, inflow to the sample was 28.5 ml (Table 2), which
compared to the same point in time, was marginally smaller than in
Test 1. Using the value from Test 4, swelling through water inflow at
the base of the clay, accounted for around 19.8% of the volume change
required to close the void. While this value cannot be directly compared
to those from Test 1 through 3, it clearly shows that, as before, the bulk
of sample expansion occurred through unconstrained swelling from
the upper face of the clay. This accounted for around 80.2% of the
swelling strains required to close the void. Post-test measurements of
moisture content and dry density again confirm these observations. The
data in Fig. 8B for Test 5 shows the same response for the uptake of
water as the other tests (Table 2). However, unlike in the Na bentonite
experiments with similar dimensions (Tests 1 and 4), the rate of water
uptake was substantially quicker in the Ca bentonite test. This lead to
a well-defined asymptotic transient marking the end of hydration, and
in theory, the complete homogenisation of the clay.
2 This volume is approximate because of problems with the syringe pumps
onitoring the movement of water, and as such, should be treated with
aution.8
3.3. Development of porewater pressure
Apparatus 2 allowed the monitoring of porewater pressure develop-
ment as a function of time both within the void space of the apparatus
and in the sample. Fig. 9A and B show the development of porewater
pressure in Arrays 1 and 2 during Test 4. Here, water pressure can be
seen to have evolved in a uniform way with the exception of filter PT6
which is atypical of the general response. In Array 1, which was closest
to the end of the vessel against which the sample was placed (Fig. 3),
the clay quickly swelled reducing the availability of water, leading to an
initial drop in pressure. Water pressure within the filters then remained
low until around day 20 when pressures gradually began to rise. While
some minor anisotropy can be seen in the arrival times of the ‘flood
front’ to each filter, the subsequent development of water pressure
is similar in form and magnitude between each filter. As permeating
water reached the various filters, around day 26 to 30, the pressure
rapidly increased. This continued until the pressures reached around
3200 to 3500 kPa, at which point the rate of pressure increase rapidly
slowed and the pressure traces adopted a much shallower gradient. The
reason for the inflection in the pressure response is unknown, however,
the fact it occurs in all measurement filters strongly indicates a material
response to the ingress of water. Fig. 9B also shows a similar response
and the same inflection in the pressure traces, albeit at a slightly higher
value.
The development of porewater pressure in Test 5, performed on
Ca-bentonite clay, exhibits a higher degree of anisotropy compared to
that of Test 4. Fig. 9C shows that the development of water pressure
in Array 1 occurs at an early time (around 15 day) compared to that
of Test 4 (day 20). The development of pressure is non-uniformly
distributed between the four filter measurements that form part of
Array 1. Even in these small-scale experiments, the permeation of water
through the clay is non-uniform resulting in considerable heterogeneity
in the development of porewater pressure. Upscaling these observations
suggests that localisation of flow is likely in field experiments and, as
a consequence, the development of swelling pressure may be equally
impacted.
3.4. Post-test analysis of the samples
Following the completion of each test, each specimen was sub-
sampled to provide spatial data on the geotechnical properties of the
clay. This information provided insight into the swelling response of
the clay and the degree of homogenisation that had occurred during
each test. Given the low strength and density of the samples, it was not
feasible to directly obtain volumetrically accurate sub-samples. Instead,
each sample was carefully extruded in increments using a hydraulic
ram and regular slices of core were taken with a sharp blade. The slices
were immediately weighed, whilst the exposed end of the sample was
covered with clingfilm to minimise moisture loss. Each segment was
then dried at 105 ◦C, and the pre- and post-test weights were used to
determine the moisture content (a parameter which is not dependent
on sample volume). In this way, the error in the calculation of the
moisture content was minimal. A cross-plot of the moisture content
data versus distance from the end of the vessel against which the
samples were placed, is presented in Fig. 10. Unsurprisingly, all samples
show a pronounced increase in moisture content compared to their start
value, and there is a clear upward trend in moisture content increase
as sample length reduces. In addition, samples with a longer starting
length (Tests 2 and 3) also show slightly lower moisture contents
throughout the sample length. Significant swelling is evident within the
first 45–55 mm of each post-test sample, demonstrated by the three-fold
increase in moisture contents in this region (Fig. 10). Here, the values
are unexpectedly uniform throughout these sections of each sample.
Why this would be the case is unclear. It is also interesting to note that
in Test 1 there is a small but measurable increase in moisture content
nearest the base of the vessel (Fig. 10A). Whilst it is not possible to say
International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences 136 (2020) 104535J.F. Harrington et al.Fig. 7. (A) Evolution of swelling pressure during Test 4 where the sample was mounted in a horizontal position. (B) Evolution of swelling pressure for the Ca bentonite Test 5.
The tests are plotted on the same scale for ease of comparison.Fig. 8. (A) Cumulative flow into and out of the vessel from below and above the core, for Tests 1 to 3. The flux in Test 1 from day 80 to the end of the test is marked by a
dashed line because it is approximate and should be taken with caution. (B) Cumulative flow from Tests 4 and 5 added to the data from (A).for certain, it seems likely this increase was caused by an initial uplift
of the sample as axial stress developed more rapidly than radial stress
during the very early stages of the experiment (Fig. 4).
Inspection of the data shows that large gradients in moisture content
were only observed in the volume originally occupied by the void.
This latter observation is to be expected as progressive unconfined
swelling of the clay occurred into the void. This is also supported by
the cumulative flow data presented in Section 3.2 which suggests that
around 70%–80% of swelling occurred through water uptake from the
top face of the clay. Fig. 10B shows moisture content data from the
two horizontal experiments (Tests 4 and 5). From 0 to 100 mm, the
data from Test 4 is very similar in form and magnitude to that of
Test 1 (Fig. 10A). However, from 100 to 116 mm the moisture content
values for Test 4 increase rapidly compared to those of Test 1, though
the reason for this behaviour, given the same composition and similar
dimension of the samples, is unclear. To examine the possible effects
of gravity on the swelling behaviour of the bentonite, the core from
the horizontal tests, was also slabbed at its mid-plane to provide two
estimates of moisture content, one in the upper half of the clay and the
other in the lower half (Fig. 10B). Whilst the moisture content values
are consistent in each half of the Test 4 sample through much of its
length, as moisture contents increase above approximately 150% the9
data diverges providing clear evidence of gravity segregation present
in these high moisture content sections of the clay. The longevity of
these differences cannot be derived from the current data and further
work is required to define the evolution of this long-term behaviour.
The Ca-bentonite sample (Test 5) exhibited similar moisture content
values to Test 4 for the first half of the sample length (0–58 mm),
and after this point in the sample, showed increasingly lower values
(Fig. 10B). Such observations suggest that significantly less swelling
and thus homogenisation of the clay, occurred in the upper half of the
Ca-bentonite sample. However, above 100 mm the Ca-bentonite sample
showed very large moisture content values, most especially at the top of
the void and in the top half of the sample. This provides strong evidence
for gravity segregation in this sample during swelling.
4. Discussion
It is clear from the data presented in Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7, and from
the post test measurements of moisture content (Fig. 10) that in all tests
the bentonite is able to swell and completely fill the initial starting
void, creating a small but measurable axial stress within 100 days
(or less) of testing. It is also clear that during the swelling process,
International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences 136 (2020) 104535J.F. Harrington et al.Fig. 9. Development of porewater pressure in Arrays (A) 1 (closest to the end of the vessel against which the samples were placed; PT1, PT2, PT3, PT4) and (B) 2 (at the midplane
of the vessel; PT5, PT6, PT7, PT8) during the hydration in Test 4. (C) and (D) show the same responses but for Test 5.complex changes in the composition (i.e. ratio of clay to water) and
distribution of clay within the apparatus occurs. The compilation of
flow data presented in Fig. 8B indicates a systematic trend in water
uptake/discharge dependent on the start length of the clay. While
cumulative flow decreases as sample length increases, flows into the
horizontally mounted sample (Test 4) appear systematically smaller
than the equivalent vertically orientated sample (Test 1). Results from
Test 4 also exhibit slightly lower moisture contents in the section of the
vessel occupied by the original sample, compared to equivalent values
from Test 1. Clay with a lower moisture content should exhibit a larger
average swelling pressure (for a saturated sample) and indeed, higher
residual stresses are observed at the end of Test 4. This slight difference
in moisture content also corresponds with a lower flux into the sample
and out of the vessel in Test 4 than in Test 1; the cause for this response
is unknown. It seems unlikely that gravity is the culprit for the higher
residual stresses in Test 4, as the additional pressure component derived
from gravitational acceleration is minimal compared to the stresses
developed in the apparatus. While based on only two measurements,
the moisture contents derived from clay material that swelled into the
void are substantially higher in the horizontal (Test 4) than in the
vertical experiment (Test 1). While there is clear evidence of gravity-
induced settlement of the clay, the cause for the increase in moisture
content in the horizontal test is unclear; the moisture content differ-
ences are sufficiently large to exclude experimental error. The limited10data presented as part of this study suggests that gravity segregation
effects are much stronger in the Ca-bentonite sample (Test 5) than in
the Na-bentonite sample (Test 4). It seems unlikely that this directly
relates to the swelling capacity of the clay as the final swelling pressures
(Table 2) were very similar. However, the decrease in moisture content
in the lower half of the Ca-bentonite samples, may reflect settlement
of the heavier clay fractions and detrital material contained within the
clay fabric. This would likely result in a ‘locked-in’ heterogeneity which
may impact the long-term homogenisation of the clay.
Fig. 11 shows a compilation of data from all five tests in which
the swelling caused by the total uptake of water (ml) through the
base of the sample, expressed as a percentage of the initial volume
of the starting void, is plotted against initial void length. While some
scatter exists in the data, probably caused by the different accuracy
and instrumentation densities between the two apparatus systems (see
Section 2), a clear negative trend in the data is observed. This indicates
that as void length increases so does the contribution of swelling from
the sample face adjacent to the void.3 This is evident in the post-test
moisture content profiles (Fig. 10), which show progressive increases
3 There is insufficient data to accurately extrapolate the intercept of Fig. 11,
but at zero void length, the component of swelling from each end of the sample
would be expected to be 50%.
International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences 136 (2020) 104535J.F. Harrington et al.Fig. 10. Cross-plot of moisture content against distance from the base of the vessel for (A) Tests 1 to 3, and (B) Tests 4 and 5. In the horizontal tests (Tests 4 and 5), the base
is equivalent to the end of the vessel against which the clay was placed prior to testing.in moisture content at shorter distances along the length of the vessel.
This nicely highlights the role of stress and friction, in this case between
the clay and vessel wall, and its capacity to limit swelling from the face
of the clay adjacent to filter EC1.
A compilation of the average swelling pressure data is presented in
Fig. 12. While pressure data generated by Apparatus 2 (Tests 4 and 5) is
noisier than for Apparatus 1 (Test 1 to 3), similar trends in behaviour
are observed throughout the Na-bentonite experiments (Tests 1 to 4)
(Figs. 12A–C). Examination of the data suggests stress gradients exist
along each sample, with average values of stress lowest at the end of
the vessel next to the void. While the shape of the pressure response for
axial and radial swelling pressure varies between tests (Figs. 12A and
B), all traces begin to approach a well defined asymptote by around day
100. In a long duration test (> 700 days) reported by Harrington and co-
workers,62 persistent residual stresses were observed in a sample with
a starting void length of zero, which if correct suggests equilibration
times of many years. At 100 days in the current testing schedule, the
rate of change in stress has now reduced to such a level that it is
unclear how long it would take for each experiment to homogenise,
if such an end-point was even possible. Indeed, the 18 year FEBEX test
programme demonstrated that homogenisation ceased quite early in
the hydration process, and there was no appreciable change in the dry
density gradient between 5 and 18 years.27
Test data also exhibit significant differential radial stresses partic-
ularly during the early stages of testing (Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7) with
measured orthogonal stresses in excess of 2000 kPa (Fig. 6). Axial
expansion of the clay is clearly limited by the development of radial
stress, which through friction with the vessel walls (mentioned above),
prevents expansion of the clay at its base. However, the development
of large orthogonal stresses suggests that the permeation of water may
not be uniform within the sample. While no porewater pressure data is
available for Tests 1 to 3, data presented in Fig. 9 confirms that water
permeation is spatially complex and can be both relatively uniform
(e.g. Test 4) or nonuniform (e.g. Test 5). The development of porewater
pressure also varies temporally with inflections in the rate of pres-
surisation evident in the data. The cause for this behaviour is unclear
but as porewater pressures begin to homogenise within the sample11(Fig. 9C and D), the magnitude of the differential stresses also reduces
(Fig. 7). While the availability of water emerges as a key consideration
in the development of homogeneous stresses, the magnitude of any
differential stresses cannot exceed the local shear strength of the clay.
If this was to occur, then shear planes would develop and the measured
differential stresses observed during testing would rapidly decrease.
While there is no evidence for such macroscopic features in either the
swelling pressure or flux data, the significance of shear strength and
the rheological properties of bentonite in the persistence of the residual
stresses noted at the end of each test, cannot be discounted. Regardless,
the existence of residual stresses and the slow rates of homogenisation
in the development of porewater pressure, suggest full homogenisation
of the clay, accompanied by equilibration of porewater pressure, is a
very slow process indeed, as supported by Harrington and co-authors.62
Interestingly, there is no obvious evidence for classic ‘stick–slip’
behaviour in the data caused by the frictional interaction between
two surfaces, in this case the clay and vessel wall. The lack of such
observations suggests that expansion of the clay is one of smooth
transition, gently and continuously expanding into the void over time.
That said, clay particles adjacent to the vessel walls should not be
considered stationary and stuck to its surface, but quite the opposite.
Fig. 13 shows a post-test image of a test sample having been removed
from the apparatus. Faintly visible is the remains of a black arrow
drawn on the original sample which has been elongated as the clay has
swelled into the void. This simple qualitative observation demonstrates
that the clay (and the ink of the arrow) can slide along the interface
between the clay and steel, without the need of stick–slip behaviour.
However, it seems probable that as surface roughness of the interface
increases, friction may play a more dominant role in the mobility of
the clay adjacent to that surface.
In Fig. 14 the movement of particles has been directly measured
using a Geotek Rotating X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) scanner.
Here the position of small lead shots placed in the sample during
manufacture, have been tracked through pre- and post-test imaging.
The pre-test image clearly shows the concave nature of the layers of
lead, caused by the compression of the sample during compaction and
resulting friction with the vessel wall (Table 3). This is illustrated
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Fig. 11. Percentage swelling through water uptake from the filter (EC1) next to the clay plotted against initial void length. Test 5 is not included in the derivation of the trend
line as this experiment was performed with Ca-bentonite. If only data from the vertical tests were used for fitting, the trendline would plot slightly higher at its right-hand end,
and closer to the datapoint for Test 5.
Fig. 12. Compilation of data showing the average base, radial and top swelling pressures for Na-bentonite Tests 1 to 4 in (A), (B) and (C) respectively. At day 44.2 to day 50.0
there is an interruption in the data acquisition for Test 3. (D) shows the same data but for the Ca-bentonite experiment (Test 5).
International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences 136 (2020) 104535J.F. Harrington et al.Fig. 13. Photographs of the pre- and post-test sample from Test 1. (A and B) Pre-test photographs of the sample showing the top and sides, with an arrow drawn onto the clay
to show the upwards direction. (C) The sample sited in the vessel before testing began, showing the positions of the Radial load cells 1–4 in relation to the initial sample length
and starting position. (D) Post-test sample after removal from the apparatus at the end of Test 1.by an increase in concavity in the patterns of lead shot towards the
base of the pre-test sample. The difference in the size of the samples
before and after testing reflects the volume change during testing
due to swelling. The difference in the layer numbers, along with the
known layer thickness from the CT scanning, can be used to quantify
the swelling between lead layers (Table 3). Each scan equates to a
thickness of 8.8 μm, providing a resolution limit caused by averaging
the data within a single plane. Based on the analysis of the results
(Table 3), swelling of the clay occurred primarily towards the base
of the sample and whilst the post-test concavity is slightly reduced
throughout, the reduced concavity is also more pronounced towards
the base. The small overall reductions in concavity suggest that, as
slightly more of the expansion has taken place in the centre of the
sample, friction on the sidewalls may have played a very minor role
in slowing the sample expansion at the edges. Equally, the reduction in
concavity can be explained by the uneven distribution uptake of water
through the base, as indicated in Fig. 9. This is to be expected as water
was only introduced (at a fixed flow rate) through filter EC1 located
beneath the sample. A progressive decrease in volume (i.e. swelling
strain) between the measurement layers from the base to the top of
the sample is inferred. No discernible change in volume was observed
between the top of the sample and the first layer of lead shot (CT
layers 23 to 161 and 25 to 161 respectively; Fig. 14) which indicates
the limit of water movement within the bentonite sample. Similarly,
a cross plot of the pre- and post-test difference data against post-test
sample length show a well defined linear swelling profile within the
sample (Table 3, Fig. 14C). Visual inspection of Fig. 14C confirms this
observation, and clearly shows that the patterns of lead shot retain their13shape and relative positions within each reference plane. This indicates
that swelling is fairly uniform and that clay particles are free to move
and not impaired by side-wall friction in any significant way. The free
movement of clay during swelling is an important observation, and
suggests side-wall friction can be ignored during bentonite swelling.
The expected inverse relationship between moisture content and
swelling pressure is crudely illustrated in Fig. 15. As moisture content
increases, a general trend of decreasing swelling pressure is observed.
However, the correlation between values is poor indicating the mea-
sured value of swelling pressure is not simply a function of the local
moisture content. This discrepancy can be linked to the geometry of
the test and the imposition of a constant volume boundary condition.
As samples swell and clay fills the start void, reflective stress may
be generated as clays in higher density zones continue to swell and
act against the lower density clay resident in the engineering void. If
such a process occurred in this type of constant volume experimental
configuration, it could skew the relationship between moisture content
and measured swelling pressure. Such a disparity would continue until
full homogenisation of the clay and porewater had occurred. Since this
is not the case in the data presented, homogenisation of the samples is
incomplete.
The aim of this experimental study was to examine the swelling
capacity of bentonite and ascertain if, under extreme sample-to-void
ratios (1:0.85), bentonite was able to fill engineering voids, retain
some form of cohesion through the development of measurable swelling
pressure and ultimately homogenise throughout the test space. Fig. 16
shows a series of summary plots of final average swelling pressures as
a function of void length for Tests 1 to 3. Fig. 16A shows that as void
International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences 136 (2020) 104535J.F. Harrington et al.Fig. 14. (A) Pre and (B) post-test CT-images of a sample containing small lead shot. The sample was only hydrated from its base which explains why swelling occurred primarily
in this region. (C) Sample length change as a function of the position along the sample, averaged for the 4 layers imaged by X-ray CT.Fig. 15. Moisture content and swelling pressure plotted against (A–C) distance along the length of the vessel (from its base) for Tests 1 to 3, and (B) distance along the length
of the vessel from the end against which the sample was placed at the start of testing for Tests 4 and 5.length increases, swelling pressures become more evenly distributed
along the final length of the apparatus. Conversely, as void lengths
reduce, the distribution in swelling pressure is biased towards the base14of the samples. This homogenisation of swelling pressures is evident
in Fig. 16B, which also exhibits a clear inverse relationship between
International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences 136 (2020) 104535J.F. Harrington et al.Fig. 16. Averaged swelling pressures at the end of each test plotted against void length, for Tests 1 to 3. (A) Averaged axial and averaged radial values for each plane of
measurement within Apparatus 1. (B) Averaged axial top, averaged radial and averaged axial base values. (C) Averaged peak axial top, averaged peak radial and averaged peak
axial base swelling pressures.Table 3
Quantitative analysis of lead shot layers gained from pre and post-test CT analysis. The difference in layers is calculated by subtracting the current CT scan layer number for a
particular lead shot layer from previous value. The concavity value represents the difference in height between the lead shot at the edge of the sample and that in the centre.
The error in the concavity measurement is estimated to be ±0.02 mm.
Pre-test Post-test
Lead shot CT scan Diff. in Dist. between Concavity Lead shot CT scan Diff. in Dist. between Concavity Pre- and post-test
layer layer layers layers (mm) (mm) layer layer layers layers (mm) (mm) diff. (mm)
Top 23 0 0 Top 25 0 0 0
1 161 138 12.1 0.21 1 161 136 12.0 0.16 −0.1
2 482 321 28.2 0.36 2 534 373 32.8 0.33 4.6
3 796 314 27.6 0.43 3 919 385 33.9 0.33 6.3
Base 1062 266 23.4 Base 1303 384 33.8 10.4swelling pressure and start void length. Even at extreme sample-to-
void ratios, the bentonite is able to completely fill the void, retain
cohesion and create a measurable swelling pressure. This consistency in
behaviour also extends to peak swelling pressures (Fig. 16C), where the
highest average values are always observed at the base of the sample.
More data is required to delineate the relationships beyond the three
data points presented. However, the information derived from this
study suggests simple functional relationships describing the swelling
potential of bentonite across different engineering voids is both possible
and straightforward.155. Conclusions
Five homogenisation tests have been successfully performed on pre-
compacted samples of Na- and Ca-bentonite, which have been allowed
to swell into a fixed volume void. Results demonstrate that even under
extreme bentonite-to-void ratios, the bentonite is able (under zero
hydraulic gradient) to swell and ultimately fill each void, creating a
small but measurable swelling pressure. The development of swelling
pressure is spatially complex and time-consuming, exemplified by the
existence of persistent differential stresses at the end of testing and
International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences 136 (2020) 104535J.F. Harrington et al.the slow equilibration of porewater pressure. Friction, manifest through
classic ‘stick–slip’ behaviour, appears not to play a role in the develop-
ment of stress and mobility of clay, where expansion of the bentonite
is one of smooth transition, gently and continuously expanding into
the void with the passage of time. Instead the shape and form of the
stress traces suggest swelling is characterised by plastic yielding of the
clay. Where water is available at both ends of the sample, the majority
of swelling and water uptake occurs through unconstrained swelling
adjacent to the engineering void. In these experiments this accounts for
around 70%–80% of the strain required to close the void. However, the
availability of water and the development of radial stress early in each
test strongly influences the swelling behaviour of the clay. Pronounced
increases in moisture content were measured but poorly correlated to
the development of stress. Evidence of gravity segregation was also
present in tests performed horizontally, with effects more pronounced
in the Ca-bentonite test. The presence of gravity segregation may
result in a ‘locked-in’ heterogeneity, which would impair both the
swelling potential and homogenisation of the clay. In combination,
the moisture content results, persistent differential stresses and the
development of porewater pressure indicate a non-equilibrium system,
the end-point characteristics of which are unclear and will take many
years to homogenise at a minimum, if homogenisation occurs at all.
However, these experiments clearly demonstrate that it is possible and
straightforward to define simple functional relationships describing the
swelling potential of bentonite across different engineering voids.
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